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ALGEBRAIC LINKS Ar\;D THE HOPF FIBRATION 
THOVU FIEDLER 
LET K be a tame link in the sphere S’. A classical problem in knot theory is to determine the 
minimal number of crossings amongst all generic projections of fi into a plane. We could 
replace the projections into planes by projections of Hopf fibrations 
and correspondingly ask for the minimal numhcr of crossings of K amongst all generic 
projections p. Very littlc stems to be known in this question. 
If WC restrict oursclvcs to algebraic links (i.e. isotopy classes of links which can be 
realized as the intersection of ;I complex plant alpchraic curve with a small sphere which has 
its ccntrc in a singularity of the curve) then the above question has a natural “eomplr.x 
wrsiw”: Let S 4 6” c; C’ bc ;I complex curve in a round ball in the complex plane. Then 
thcrc is a canonical f lopf fibration 
which is induced by the intcrscction of ~~11’ with the complex lines through the centre of the 
ball B’. Let K bc the isotopy class of an algebraic link. What is the minimal number of 
crossings under X amongst all generic algebraic rcalisations of K. i.e. all generic realizations 
of K as the intersection ?X of a complex plane algebraic curve X with a small sphere which 
has its ccntrc in a singularity of the curve ,Y? We denote this number by C,,,(K). 
In this paper we establish estimates from below for C,,,(K). Theorem 2 shows that the 
determination of C,,,(K) is a delicate problem which is far from being solved. 
I. I;OR\1l’LATIOS <)E‘ TIIE RESULTS 
Let (X, 0) c (C’, 0) be a rcprcsentative of a germ of a singularity of a complex plane 
curve X at the origin 0~43’. Let S;’ 4 CL be the closed ball of radius E with the centre at the 
origin and let - id: 43’ -. C’ denote the multiplication by - I. For every complex curve 
X c Cz with OE .Y we dcnotc (X ,O) n U,’ by XC. We assume that the singularity (X, 0) is 
irreducible, i.e. X, is conncctcd. 
(ii) the radius function r(.~) = dist (0. .Y) restricted to X, has no singularities 
(iii) thcrc arc no tangent lines to ,~, which contain the origin 
(iv) the complex line through 0 which is orthogonal to the tangent line of X at 0 doesn’t 
intersect ,i, 
(v) X, n( - id(.Y)) = $. 
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If (S. 0) is reducible then we say that E is sufficiently small if this is the case for each 
component of (_X. 0). Clearly. for a generic singularity (X, 0) there exists an E,, > 0 such that 
every CE(O. .rU) is sufficiently small. 
As well known..every component of an algebraic link is an iterated torus knot (e.g. [S]). 
An irrrutrd torus Anot of type [(p,. 4, 1, . . . , (p,.q,)) is a (p,.q,) cable of a (p.-t-q.-t) 
cable of. a torus knot of type (p,, q,). Here for every ic (I, . . . . n) 1 < p, < 4,. gcd 
(p,.q,)= l.andforeveryi~(l.....n- 1)p,p,+,qi<qi+I(see[2],[5],[71).LetKbean 
algebraic knot. 
D~jinition 2. Let OES c B: be an algebraic curve. We say that X rrcdizs K if 
?S = X n (IS: is in the isotopy class of K. E is sufficiently small and SX is generic. i.e. the 
only singularities of R/SX are ordinary double points. We denote the number of double 
points by c(?X). 
Dejinition 2. C,,,(K) is the minimal number of double points ~(6,~) amongst all realiza- 
tions of K by complex algebraic curves X. 
c’,,,(K) 3 ((1, - P,)Pr . * * p. - 1. (1) 
WC obtain the corresponding cstimatc for algebraic links by summing up (I) over the 
components of the link. 
R~rtrcrrk. E’or cvcry natural number II > I the torus knot of type (n. n + I) can be 
rcalizcd by the curve X: en = w’” ” in 11,” 4 C’(c. w). Evidently. R/ax is an embedding and, 
hence, equality holds in (I). It is not hard to prove that for all natural n, m c 2n with 
gcd (n, m) = I thcrc exists ;I slight perturbation of the equation 2” = wm such that equality 
holds in (I). Hcncc, (I) is sharp for all torus knots of this type. A bit surprisingly, (I) is not 
sharp in general as the following theorem shows. 
TIII:ORI M 2. Lrr K he trn dyhuic knot of rypc {(p,. y, 1. (p2, q,)). If q, < 2p, und 
p, E y, E 1 td 2 ~/lLW 
C”,,(W 2 q, - qIPzP1’ 
Consequently, if under the assumptions of Theorem 2 
(2) 
qz 2 41 PIP2 + YIP2 - PIP2 
then the inequality (2) is stronger than the inequality (I). 
At the end of this paragraph we would like to pose a problem: Let K be as in Theorem 2. 
Is there any generic real curve S 4 Si which is in the isotopy class of K and such that the 
number of double points 1/, is less than q, - q,p2p, ‘? More generally, does C,,,(K) always 
realize the minimal number of double points cvcn among all real curves in the isotopy C~ISS 
of K? 
2. Proof of T~woretn I. A gcncralization of the Maslov-Arnold index was introduced 
in C-31. WC rcpcat the definition hcrc. Let S’ = C’B’ 4 C’ dcnotc a round sphere centered at 
the origin OEC’. The orientation of S’ is induced by the complex orientation of B’. The 
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intersection of S’ with the complex l-dimensional linear subspaces of C’ detines the Hopf 
tibration r: of S’. Let h denote the unit tangent vector field on S’ which is tangent to the 
fibers of the Hopf tibration. where the orientation of the Hopf fibers is induced by the 
complex discs they bound in B’. Let z: S -. S-’ denote the unit tangent bundle of S’. Then 
h and - 11 define two sections of this bundle. We orient the submanifold S-l = h(S)) 4 S by 
the induced orientation of S3 and the submanifold S’l = - h(S’) G S by the orientation 
induced from the opposite orientation of S ‘. The orientation of S is induced by the 
orientation of S3 and the complex orientation of the fibers Si = n-‘(p). Let i’ c S’ be 
a smoothly immersed closed oriented curve (simply called a loop). 
Dqfinition 4 (cf. [Z, p. 4821). If ;’ is nowhere tangential to h and - h then the intk.v d(y) is 
defined to be the integer linking number Ik(.T, S’, U S-\ ) in S, where f is the lift of 7 into S by 
the (oriented) unit vector field F; of tangent vectors to ;‘. 
Let ;’ = ?S be the boundary ofan algebraic curve X 4 BJ 4 C’. We assume that S is in 
gcncral position. i.e. the restriction of the radius function r to ,Y has no singularities on ?.Y 
and the restriction of R to C’X is an immersion with ordinary double points as the only 
singularities. A homological interpretation of the index cl(;lX) was given in [4] (in a ditferent 
but similar situation). WC define a smooth map cp: B’ + CP’ by 
qI(z, w) = [z: H’: I - (1212 + Iw[*,“*]. 
The restriction of cp to S.’ = ?UJ is just the Hopf fibration A. The image ~p(?/?) is embcddcd 
in Q: I” as a complex projcctivc lint and wc dcnotc it by 43 P,‘,, . cp( X) is a surface in CP’ with 
boundary on CP’, . Morcovor, lnt cp(S) is cmbcddcd. In pcncral rAp(S) has sinpularitics on 
CP’,.. WC rcmovc thcsc singularities in a canonical way (cf. [4. chapter 41). The result is 
a smoothly cmbcddcd oricntcd surface, which WC dcnotc by .Y,P. (All complex manifolds its 
well as their irnagcs under dilTcomorphisms arc endowed with their canonical orientation.) 
l:vcry component s of (7X,, 4 Q:f ” divides CP’ into two discs. We dcnotc by II,’ those discs ,, 
in a:/“, ‘5,s which induct the opposite orientat& on s c C’X,. The other discs wc dcnotc by 
I).,‘. WC paste X,, to Iv; along every component s. 
The resulting oricntcd closed surface is dcnotcd by X +. If we reverse the orientation of 
Cf”, and paste X,, to the discs 1>,,- we got another oriented closed surface, which is dcnotcd 
by X _. For every oriented closed surface hf t CP’ let [M] denote the integer homology 
class in f/2(CP’) realized by hf and let [ ] * [ ] denote the intersection index. 
LEMMA I. ([X’] + [X-])*[CPi] = d(c’X). 
The proof is unuloyous to the prooj‘oj’ Lrmmu 3 in [4] und is therefore omitted. 
Let (.Y. 0) be a singularity and let c be sufficiently small. We denote X n &’ shortly by X. 
Let # (C’X,) denote the number of components of 2X,. Evidently, 
([X ‘1 - [X -])*[cP1,] = # (C’X,). 
Conscqucntly. if K is a knot (i.e. connected) then 
c(;lX) 2 # (?X@) - 1 = d(?X) - 2[X _]*[CP’, ] - I. (3) 
Let Tci Xdcnotc the complex line through 0 which is orthogonal to the complex tangent lint 
to S at 0. Note that tp(T,‘X) is a closed surface in CP’ and is homologous to CP’, . 
Thcrcforc [S -1.[CP’,] = [.U -1.[T,‘X]. The intcrscctions of T,:X with the discs 0; arc 
non-positive by construction and hence [X -1 *[T&X] is not greater than the algebraic 
intersection number of S and TgX. But if E is sutfcicntly small (Definition I. (iv)) then this 
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number is just the multiplicit_v m(X) of the singularity and 
m(X) = pIp2 . . . p. (cf. (23). (4) 
According to the proof of Proposition 3 in [3] 
d(SX) G (P, + ql)P2 * . . p. and (5) 
equality holds in (5) if the first approximation of the branch is not the unknot (cf. [3. 
p. 4843). e.g. if q, < 2p,. Substituting (4) and (5) into (3) we derive the desired inequality 
because the right-hand side doesn’t depend on the algebraic curve X which realizes K. 
Remark. The proof of Theorem I implies in fact a stronger result: Under the assumptions 
of Theorem I the number of Sei/ert circles of A(t?X) (i.e. the number of components of R(?X) 
c!ficr remockg all double points with respect to the orientation of R(CX)) is not smaller than 
(q, -P,)Pz.. . P.. 
3. Proof‘ of Theorem 2. Let E be sufficiently small. To every double point 
x E /5(?,Yy) c CP ‘, we associate a siyn in the following way: We consider the tangent planes 
to q(.U) at SE B(2.Y) = cp(?.U). These plants are contained in 3-dimensional subspaces of 
the tanpcnt space 7-,a3P2 which are spanned by the complex tangent lint T,CP’, and the 
radius vectors of the prcimagcs of x. (cp identifies in a natural way the radius vectors of the 
fihro /‘-‘(.Y) of the Hopf fibration with the normal disc of CP’,, 4 CP’ at .Y, cf. 143). 
Conscqucntly. if x is an oridinary double point of R(r7X) and the two points in the prcimagc 
ofx ncithcr coincide nor are antipodal points on r7BJ then the two tangent plants to q(X) at 
s are transversal. In our situation this is the cast because X\O is assumed to be nonsingular 
and the intcrscction (X \O) n ( - id (X)) = 0 (Definition I, (i) and (v)). 
Dcfirtiriorr 5. The double point .Y is called positive if the intersection index of the tangent 
planes to cp(,U) at .r is + I and neyclfioe otherwise. 
Let C’, (C’X) denote the number of positive double points and, correspondingly, C_ ((‘X) 
the number of negative double points. 
Let y(?X) denote the intersection index of X and - id(X) (at OEC’). This is just the 
integer linking number of (7X and - id(t’X) in dBS and thcrcfore depends only on 
?.Y 4 ?lF’. In our case cl(c’X ) is well defined because of Definition I, (v). 
The class k(y) of an oriented loop y G 3BJ was introduced in 133. We repeat the 
definition here. 
lhfirlitiort 6 (cf. [3, p. 4821). If y is nowhere tangential to h and - h then the c1tr.s.s k(y) is 
dcfincd to be the integer linking number lk(y, y’) in SB4 where y’ denotes the result of 
translating ;’ slightly along h. 
According to [3. Lemma 33 if X’ is a nonsingular complex curve in B” such that ?X’ is 
sufficiently close to C’S in ?B’ then k(?X) = k(?X’) is equal to the (algebraic) number of 
complex tangents IO X containing the point OE 43’. In our case k(?X) is well defined because 
of Definition I. (iii). Now WC arc ready to formulate the main lemma. 
C+(?X) - C_(?X) = q(dX) - k(irX). (6) 
Proof Without loss of generality WC can assume that X is a nonsingular curve which 
dossn’t contain the origin. We consider the family dX, = X n c?B:, t ~(0, F] (remember that 
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?.Y = C’X,). For sufficiently small t 2X, = 0 and (6) is trivially true. The radius function 
restricted to .Y has critical points of index 0 and 1. 
A small circle appears in 2X, by passing through a critical point of index 0. The tangent 
vectors of this circle are almost contained in the complex tangent directions of the sphere 
?I?: and therefore (6) remains evidently true. Consequently, (6) remains also true by passing 
through a critical point of index 1. because they can appear or vanish in pairs with critical 
points of index 0 under deformation of X and all critical points of the same index clearly 
contribute to (6) in the same way. 
In the generic case there are three other types of modifications of SX, which could 
effect (6): 
(I) Tacnodes as shown in Fig. 1. The right-hand side of (6) doesn’t change under such 
a modification. The points .x, and .y2 have opposite signs because the radius vectors of the 
preimage of .~r are almost the same as for the preimage of .x2 but the intersection index of 
the tangent vectors to rG(?X,) on CPI, in x, is opposite to that in .x2. Hence the left-hand 
side of (6) doesn’t change, either. 
(2) Points where ?.Y, is tangential to h. At such a point v(?S,) has a cusp. Because X is 
a complex curve these points are exactly the points on X where the tangent line contains the 
origin in C’. cp(?X,) behaves near the cusp as shown in Fig. 2 (cf. [4. Fig. 43). Without loss of 
generality wc can assume that X is standard in a neighbourhood of the prcimagc of the 
cusp. (WC can replace X by the conic which approximates it near that point.) Hence. every 
such point contributes to (6) in the same way. By passing through such a point li(?S,) 
increases by I (cf. [3, p. 5031). Evidently, c(?X,) increases by I too. An explicit calculation 
(which WC omit) shows that the new double point of cp(?,Y,) bclonps to C_(;lS,). Consc- 
qucntly, (6) remains true 
(3) Points where (‘,%I, intersects - id(?X,). Evidently, thcsc points occur in pairs 
intcrchangcd by - id. Let x and - x be such a pair of points. Without loss of gcncrality wc 
can rcplacc S by its tangent lines at x and - x. Every such pair of lines can be transformed 
into each othsr in such a way that there occur no other double points in a ncighbourhod of 
(p(x) = cp( - .x) except cp(.x) itself. Consequently. the left-hand side of (6) changes by this 
modification in a standard way, i.e. either always a positive double point becomes a negative 
one or always ;L negative point becomes a positive one. y(c’X;) increases by 2 because 
y(i’.Y, ) is the intersrction index of two complex curves and for increasing I two new 
intcrscction points are added (which have of course a positive index). 
Fig. I. 
)-t- t/ b 
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Now we look at an example. Let X’ be the curve (2 - v)*(H’ - q) = 0. ‘/E C\O fixed, and 
let .Y be the curve which is obtained after removing the double point of X’. Evidently. for 
r large enough we have q(?X ,) = 2. k(SX,) = 2 (cf. [3, Proposition 23) and c+?X,) consists 
of two small disjoint embedded circles. Consequently, C, (SX,) - C_(ZX,) = 0 and, hence. 
under modification (3) the left-hand side of (6) increases by 2 too. The proof of the lemma is 
complete. 
Clearly, 
c(SX) 2 IC, (SX) - C_(SX)i (7) 
and in order to prove Theorem 2 it remains to calculate the expression on the right-hand 
side of (6). According to [Z. Proposition 21 
k(?S) = d(i?X) - 1 + p(X) (8) 
where p(X) denotes the Mihor nun&w of the singularity (X. 0). According to [3. Proposi- 
tion 33 if q, < 2p, then the first approximation is not the unknot and 
d(c>X) = (P, + 4, )P2. (9) 
We denote qr - y,p,pl + q,p, by Q~. According to [Z] and [6] 
/c(X) = (4,P, - l)(P,P, - P*) + (uz - INP, - 1). (1W 
It remains to calculate y(?S). As is well known ([Z. p. 511) X has a parametrization near 
0 of the form 
: = tPlPI* w = I, I’IPZ + &fEZ + . . . * I EC, 
0 # iiEQ: and the power sorics convcrgcs for sufficiently small 111. Consequently. - id(X) 
has a parametrization 
-‘= - ?I~I, H’ = - i., r*lpJ - j.2rui - . . . , f E C. 
and X*( - id(.Y)) at 0 corresponds to the number of solutions at 0 of the system of 
equations: 
[PIP, = _ rPzP1 (11) 
i., fy~p~ + %lt’~ + . . . = - I., ry~pA - Azf”~ - . . . (12) 
From (11) we derive that 
t = {r (13) 
for every < such that <peps = - I. Substituting (13) for a fixed 5 into (12) we obtain 
j_,(<'tiPd + I)fJlPl = - j.z(<"l + I)+ + (higher order terms]. 
Consequently, if <“‘PI # - I then 0 is a q, p,-fold solution of (12). If <41p1 = - I then 0 is at 
least an a2-fold solution of (12). 
For p, E q, E I mod 2 the system of equations <peps = - I and ryBpl = - I has exactly 
pr solutions because g.c.d. (p,. 4,) = I. It follows that the system (I I), (12) has at least 
(p,p2 - p2)4,pr + pza, solutions and. hence, 
4VX) 2 (PIP2 - Prl4,Pr + Pta, = Pr’lr. (14) 
Substituting (7). (8). (9). (IO) and (14) into (6) we derive the desired inequality for 42-Y). 
Again the right-hand side doesn’t depend on the choice of the curve X which realizes K and 
the proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 
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Remark. Any algebraic link can be realized in a natural way as the closure of a positire 
braid (e.g. [l] or [7]). This means that all double points of the projection into the plane are 
of the same type. It is interesting to note that in our situation there are algebraic knots which 
have no generic realization by complex curves such that all double points are of the same 
type (in our sense), i.e. both C,(?X) and C_(SX) are not zero. Indeed. let K be a torus knot 
of type (p. p + 4) with p > 3 and p E 1 mod 2. According to Theorem 1 C,(SX) 
+ C_(;lX) 2 3. As is easily seen, a generic realization of K has the form 
== tP 
w = i.,t p+4 + I,t p+5+.. . , L, # 0, j.2 # 0. 
k(SX) = p(p + 4) and according to the proof of Theorem 2 
q(SX) = (p - l)(P + 4) + (P + 5). 
Consequently, C+(?X) - C-(2X) = I and, hence 
C+(?X) > 0 and C_(c’X) > 0. 
A~~linr~~lud~emmrs-l am very grateful to V. Kharlamov for interesting dtscussions 
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